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Encompass
Community
Services
Encompass has dedicated over 35
years to creating equitable access
to resources, opportunities and
networks for people who need a
little bit of extra help - and in a year
where the community was in need
like never before, we were there.
Encompass are experts at working
with the community to empower
individuals and create sustainable
futures. From providing accredited
and non-accredited training to day
support and activities. From our
specialist employment agency to
accommodation support and even
our recreational activities,

we make sure you have the choice
and control to live your best life.
We prouudly partner with a range
of organisations, businesses,
government and philanthropic
organisations that align with
our values to deliver initiatives
that develop skills, capabilities
and confidence for individuals,
allowing people to achieve greater
independence and the ability to fully
participate in their community.
At Encompass we believe that hard
work, persistence and passion will
always continue to pave the way for
much needed opportunities and we
are driven to work towards creating
an inclusive community for people
of all abilities,
- whatever it takes.
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Our Board
Dr. Alyson Miller
Chairperson
‘We’re all radicals at Encompass
because trying to change the world
is exhausting work, you need a
little feistiness to get you through.’
A lecturer in literary studies at
Deakin University, Alyson is the
chair of the board of Encompass
and believes passionately in social
justice, doing more, talking less,
and seeing things through to the
end, no matter how long it takes.
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Grace Brown
Deputy Chairperson

Amanda Wilkens
Finance Director

Grace is a 17 year old student
from Belmont with a paramount
passion for music (her flute), equal
opportunity and knowledge. Her
perspective from having a brother
with Williams Syndrome sparked
an ambition for Grace.

Amanda is a director of the Canny
Group and has worked as an
Accountant and advisor in the
northern suburbs of Geelong
for close to 40 years. She is
determined that all people get a
‘fair go’ no matter what the life
circumstances are and she is
known to love a challenge
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Alan Robertson
Member

Gloria Jelleff
Member

Alan has travelled extensively
around the world sharing his
views on service provision in the
disability sector. He has been
a guest speaker at Inclusion
International World Congresses
on four occasions over the past
10 years. This has provided him
the opportunity to see first-hand
services in the USA, Nepal, and
Mexico.

Gloria has worked over 40 years in
direct care for DHS. She advocates
for a man in care in an Encompass
facility. She enjoys being part of
a board that achieves so much in
many areas in disability care.
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Chairpersons Report
To say this year isn’t exactly
what we had all predicted seems
something of an understatement.
So many of us looked forward to
New Year’s Eve 2020 as though
the clocking turning over into the
first hours of 2021 might bring
some reprieve from the horrors
of it all: from terrifying bush fires,
political crises, and, of course, the
pandemic. There was a sense,
perhaps, of magical thinking that
always seems to accompany the
advertisements for sales, diets,
holidays, and summer joy in early
January: a new year, a new you.

But, as we are all very much aware
by now, 2021 has often seemed
like a repeat of the demands and
challenges of 2020; this time, with a
little less energy to give, and a little
less pleasure in some of the quirks
of it all—is anyone still making
sourdough?

My intention is not to emphasise
the sense of doom we have been
living with, almost constantly,
for nearly two years now, but to
acknowledge the toll that it has
taken. It is getting harder to push
ourselves to fulfil those small acts
of kindness and generosity; harder
to maintain good habits (treadmills,
by the way, are excellent clothesdryers); harder to plan ahead or
consider the future beyond the next
DHHS covid-case announcement,
presser, or set of lockdown
restrictions. Without Jobkeeper,
without strong Federal government
leadership, and without improved
15

circumstances for those who are
most at risk, and who remain
most vulnerable, the outcome
has seemed more than grim. The
inability to rest, to gain momentum
on projects, to see loved ones,
and to feel confident about what
might happen over the next days,
weeks, and months is incredibly
difficult, and fatigue and stress
are running deep. The COVID-19
crisis has hit the disability sector
incredibly hard, and people with
disabilities often seem among
the most forgotten. There have
been glimmers of improvement
via changes to accessibility, for
example, but largely, these hints
towards something better are just
not enough.
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It can be tempting to work through
extraordinary times in the hope
of maintaining the ordinary, using
routine to trick ourselves into the
impression normality. While this
is undoubtedly important, so too
is knowing when it is time to walk
away and take a break, if only for
a few minutes. There’s a saying
that in times of loss, disaster, and
despair, you should look for the
helpers—but so many of you are
the helpers, the people who knit our
communities together, and not just
at Encompass. It is okay to move a
little slower, go a little gentler, and
do a little less, to find the spaces
to look after yourself first. While
jargon speaks of a ‘new normal’,
there is nothing typical about the
experiences of 2020-21; it would
be wise, I think, not to expect to
continue as though they were.

Nonetheless, as we head towards
2022, there is so much to feel
positive about, and I am looking
forward to being part of an
Encompass that is stronger, more
flexible, more dynamic, and more
progressive than ever before.
While COVID is going to be with us
for a good time yet, the improved
vaccination rollout promises new
opportunities and a return to old
freedoms; if you are able, getting
the jab is the best and simplest
way to take care of yourself and
those around you, and to move
towards those brighter times ahead.
The Board is determined to meet
the challenges, disappointments,
and surprises that 2022 will
inevitably bring, and to do so with
as much resilience, good humour,
energy, persistence, and ingenuity
demonstrated by Encompass’ staff,
volunteers, and participants on a
daily basis.

We all need time to recharge and
to bounce back, and when we
do—well, bring it on. On behalf of
the Board, thank you for pushing
on, for remaining committed
to Encompass, and for always
seeing what might be possible,
despite it all. More than ever, I am
incredibly proud to be a part of this
community, which makes the world
a little better every day.

Dr. Alyson Miller
Chairperson
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CEO’s Report
This has been a challenging report
to write as we have continued
to weather the impacts of the
COVID19 pandemic for another 12
months. The future is unknown for
us all, though indications are things
will get better. The development of
various vaccines has been the best
news and many Encompass staff
have already had the first injection
of two. Countries around the world
are trying to cope in varying ways
and to different levels of success.
Even within Australia, each State
and Territory appears to be doing
things differently. Victoria has
undergone both strict and the most
number of lockdowns and this has
created its own set of issues.

Throughout the past 12 months
and more, Encompass has proved
that it has the determination and
strength to survive whatever comes
and that our goal has continued to
be keeping all of the Encompass
family safe. Our staff are the core
and heart of Encompass; they
provide the strong base on which
everything is built. The lockdowns in
Victoria have challenged everyone’s
reserves of energy, compassion,
thoughtfulness of and consideration
for each other’s personal
circumstances and positivity has
been hard to maintain. Everyone
is tired and managing staff leave
whilst maintaining service delivery
has been very difficult.

19

Yet, many of our services have
continued with innovations such as
training on line and program
activities such as yoga sessions, art
classes an even movie appreciation
discussions being delivered via
Zoom. These have ensured that our
level of connection and engagement
with our participants, students and
jobseekers have remained. Again, it
is our staff who have developed and
implemented new and exciting
concepts. So much so, that I
am sure some of these ideas will
continue in some form for months
to come.
Encompass has invested heavily in
the future through allocating our
limited resources into continued staff
training, Cyber Security and the
appointment of new staff into areas
where they are needed the most.
These include Compliance, HR,
Finance and Payroll. The continued
restructuring of the organization as a
whole, as well

20

as the first two stages of our digital
transformation should be complete
by the end of the next financial year.
The intention is to place Encompass
at the forefront of service delivery
and development. The sector has
needed to change with the COVID
19 situation and this must continue
as we identify and respond to the
changing world around us.
The Executive Management Group
morphed into Strategic Drivers
and with staff movements, the
composition of the group also
changed. Chris Evans and Janelle
Davey joined the group and brought
refreshing ideas and approaches.
There have been a multitude of
changes to staffing throughout
Encompass for a variety of reasons
but we are now much better placed
to meet the future head on. Again,
COVID 19 impacted staff’ mental
and physical health and some
staff were unable to cope at a time
when we really needed them the

most. Others resigned for personal
reasons or indeed to take on a new
role elsewhere. This was inevitable
as like many other organisations
and businesses, a few staff at
Encompass were making life
choices at a time when the future
was really unknown.
We are behind with some of our
expansion and replication of
services into Wyndham and beyond.
However, once again the enforced
government mandated lockdowns
impacted massively on our ability
to achieve our goals. Hopefully as
things improve, Encompass will
get back on track. Some areas of
Encompass continued to grow but
others virtually disappeared. This
has been disappointing but at the
end of the day, our goal continues
to be on the health and safety of
everyone.
Trish Shaw, my Executive
Assistant and I have been working
together for over 25 years. This

partnership assisted Encompass
to push through as she and I took
on numerous roles where gaps
appeared and I thank Trish for
working with me so tirelessly. I also
thank the staff who identified other
gaps and were willing to give that
extra effort to ensure we continued
the quality of our service provision.
Our Encompass Board remained
committed and continued to guide
and support our organization and
particularly myself as the CEO
through the very difficult months. I
would particularly like to thank our
Finance Director, Mandy Wilkens
and our Chairperson, Dr Alyson
Miller. The leadership provided by
them has made my job much easier
than it would otherwise be.
The thought that the COVID 19
pandemic will continue throughout
the remainder of 2021 and into
2022 and perhaps even beyond
that is disheartening. International
travel as we have known it may not
21

happen again for years. Can we live
a new COVID normal life? That’s a
huge and confounding question. I
don’t think anyone has an answer
for now; and so, we must continue
to make plans, knowing that these
plans can and probably will be
disrupted by things over which we
do not have much control. And yet,
I still have a sense of optimism for
the future, whatever that future
looks like. The world has changed
and Encompass began its own
journey of change once again two
years ago. Encompass will prepare
to bounce back and be ready for the
inevitable adjustments that will have
to be made.

Elaine Robb
Encompass CEO
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Your vision
is our vision
- whatever it
takes.
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Marketing and
Communications

of this has given us an amazing
and truly broad perspective and
appreciation of our community.

2020 and 2021…

During this time Encompass has
been able to reflect and reaffirm our
mission and values in supporting
the community and making it
stronger – “whatever it takes”.

I think I can speak for everyone
at Encompass when I say that
I am both humbled and driven
by the generosity and resilience
of Encompass and the greater
community during what has been
one of the most unprecedented and
challenging times in recent history.
The Marketing and
Communications’ team have
found themselves with a unique
perspective during this pandemic.
Almost every day, we are able
to help drive large projects at
Encompass that keep our wheels
moving, aiding and running
some of the smaller projects that
directly help the community where
assistance is the most needed. All

In late 2020, we noticed people’s
emotional stability had really
started to falter and a significant
decline in online engagement - so
we responded quickly. We were
challenged with the task to create
content that not only engaged our
audience but ensured we gained
more participant involvement and
delicately nurtured better mental
health for our community.
So, with a lot of fast paced but
driven planning, we launched our
biggest Mental Health Month event
ever, bringing in people from all
over our region to talk openly and
frankly about mental health; helping
25

reunite our community.
The slump in engagement was
regional and industry wide; our
narrative altered and in return we
gained more than five times more
community engagement than
forecasted; the community were
reminded that Encompass were
here to support them.
Our next major project was
designed to keep that excitement
and community involvement
alive with our art competition and
online exhibition; something fun
and rewarding for the community
to celebrate International Day of
People with a Disability. This project
again exceeded all expectations,
with many amazing artists and
businesses making contact to
enquire about the next event.
These successes have driven us
to prepare for an even bigger art
competition for 2021.
Encompass has always strived
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for better equality, equity and
acceptance in our community
and this past year we have
delivered that in spades. From The
Paddock Online Markets and their
Community Farm Veggie Boxes,
to Partnering with BatForce, Give
Where You Live and Grow to help
distribute much needed aid with
programs like the Crisis Network.
We held our Kris Kringle Hamper
Drive and Material Aid Drives to
deliver and support many, many
families in need.
We celebrated at The Paddock
with a Mental Health & Wellbeing
Initiative starring the amazing
Renee Garing and Joel Selwood
from the Geelong Football Club.
We have posted dozens of our
‘Meet the Team’ social campaigns
to introduce and familiarise the
community to the grateful and
smiling faces of Encompass. Our
Encompass Rocks philanthropic
project has also helped engage

the community to spread a bit of
surprise and joy.
As an organisation, we have shared
the struggles throughout these
unprecedented times. However, we
have proven when the community
needs us, we will be there and rise
to any challenge.
The Communications & Marketing
team would like to thank the
amazing generosity and support
of all our stakeholders and
funding bodies for allowing us to
redirect, focus and concentrate on
the ever-changing needs of the
community. Your belief and support
of Encompass’ vision towards
creating a future where everything
is possible, regardless of what the
world throws us, has allowed us to
help in ways we could have never
done alone.

light in our corner and supporting
our programs with the exposure
that they require. We thank the
amazing Encompass staff for their
enthusiasm and absolute relentless
support of each and every project,
event and initiative that has been
delivered. Our sincere gratitude to
the Communications & Marketing
volunteers for their dedicated time;
the Leadership team for all their
amazing ideas and effort. Lastly to
Elaine for her guidance, faith and
mentorship in this challenging and
ever-changing environment.
Like we said last year, Encompass
has time and time again proved that
nothing is ever going to get in our
way of helping the community.

Ebony Raby
Marketing & Communications

We would also like to thank and
acknowledge all of our media
partners for always shining the
27
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Volunteers
2020-2021 has been another up
and down year for our volunteers.
Like many people who had returned
to work or volunteer duties, then
stopped again due to lockdown and
then returned again, our volunteers
have shown us just how resilient
they are. During the long periods
of lockdown during 2020, we
unfortunately lost a few volunteers
who offered their services to
organisations that were providing
other essential services. We did
however have a few new volunteers
commence at ReadyStart and
ReadyEarth in 2020.

“ReadyStart has been, by far, the
most friendly and welcoming place
I have volunteered at, and I have
volunteered at many. The store is
so well received and supported by
the community.”
- Sandy, sales support @
ReadyStart, January 2021

Our ReadyEarth team of dedicated
machinists has continued to grow
in numbers and now meet 2 days
a week to make reusable shopping
bags, library bags, art smocks
and other sustainable goodies out
of donated materials. During the
long lockdown of 2020 our CEO,
Elaine Robb, commissioned the
ReadyEarth team to make 200
masks that were donated to staff
members and other people in need.
While the ReadyEarth team weren’t
able to meet face to face during the
lockdown, they completed this task
at home.
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In May 2021, having been closed
for over 12 months, 3219 Eat café
reopened its doors. We have
had a handful of volunteers who
previously volunteered in different
divisions of Encompass move
over to volunteer at the café.
Training has been offered to these
volunteers so they can upskill and
learn how to assist behind the
coffee machine.
Our volunteers continue to find
that Encompass provides them
with a sense of being a part of their
community, and a great way to feel
connected, make a contribution
and establish friendships with like
minded people.
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Lyn W, who has been an
Encompass volunteer for over 3
years with ReadyEarth says:
“I love meeting new people who
love to do what we are all doing.
I love making things to do for the
cafe and for the shops. It’s good to
get out of the house as well”.
On the 19th May 2021 we held
our Annual National Volunteers
Week Morning Tea. A number of
volunteers and staff gathered at
Apollo Place and shared a lovely
grazing platter and celebrated and
gave thanks to our volunteers.
It was great to be able to come
together and catch up and
recognise the amazing contribution
our volunteers make at Encompass.
Elaine Robb, CEO presented all
volunteers with a certificate and a
small gift of appreciation.

So far, 2021 has been a year of
rebuilding as we continue to take
volunteers back into divisions that
haven’t had volunteers since March
2019. Unfortunately, the new
NDIS Worker Screening Check has
greatly hampered our rebuilding
effort, with it taking between 2-3
months for our new volunteers to
receive their checks.
Thank you to all our volunteers,
including our board members, for
your commitment and patience
during the past year.
You are so appreciated.

Shelley Lehmann
Volunteers Coordinator
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Plan Connect
Australia
Plan Connect Australia (PCA)
provides NDIS funded support
coordination to over 60 participants.
Our role is to assist our participants
to make the most of their plan.
We do this by connecting them
to mainstream and NDIS funded
supports that will help them to
achieve their goals. Our Support
Coordination services had been
operating since 2015 but PCA was
officially launched in early 2020 so
we are a quite a young division, with
plenty of growth on the horizon. We
currently support 66 participants,
80% living in Barwon region and
20% living elsewhere.
It has been a challenging
rollercoaster ride for everybody
in 2020, and the ride continues!
The last half of 2020 saw staff

working from home and thanks
to an initiative from the NDIS, our
participants were provided with
additional support coordination
hours to ensure they were
supported during the lockdowns.
Staff were able to regularly
check in on our participants, and
support them through what was
a significantly challenging time
for some. In 2021, our staff were
fortunate to get back into the office
before lockdowns made their
comeback. Luckily our ability to
provide our service can continue as
usual regardless of where we are.
The first half of the 2020/2021
financial year had the additional
challenge of staff turnover. I
commenced as the Plan Connect
Manager in January 2021, the first
dedicated manager to the division.
Since then, we have had a number
of staffing changes and now boast
a team of two support coordinators
and a business admin trainee. I’m
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extremely proud of this team – they
are passionate, caring and strong
advocates for our participants.
Our next challenge will be
managing NDIS changes.
Unfortunately we are seeing
a significant drop in support
coordination hours available for
each participant – which will have
a huge impact on the experience
our participants will have with NDIS.
This will have a roll on effect that
will impact other support services.
But like any challenge, we will rise
to the occasion and do whatever
we can to provide our participants
with the support and guidance they
need.

Kate Toholka
Manager of Plan Connect
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Options and
Connections
What a year!
Nobody could have foreseen last
year, what 2020 - 2021 would
have in store for us. The year was
certainly not without its challenges
2020 - 2021 has been a year
when Options & Connections has
proven to be adaptable, resilient,
innovative and responsive to a
rapidly changing environment. We
are grateful to participants and
their families for their input into and
support of the decisions that were
made in response to the COVID-19
pandemic.
Despite the COVID-19 pandemic
causing disruption, Options &
Connections remained focused,
celebrating many achievements in
the 2020-2021 year.

Our site in Garden Street, East
Geelong has at times been a buzz
and other at times, it was like a
ghost town with Covid 19 playing
havoc. Our Participants have for the
most part seemed to cope well with
limited community activities.
We acquired another site at Mercer
Street Geelong in early January
2021. It has many areas available
which everyone can access. The art
room is starting to look bright and
colourful and the Kitchen always
has an amazing smell coming from
it. Upstairs has been transformed
into a great space and has been
accessed by Secret Women’s,
Men’s group and Drama as well as
running new staff inductions.
O&C staff have been clever in
thinking outside the box and
creating new ways to facilitate
activities and trying to incorporate
ways to access the community all
while being Covid safe.
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Students/Volunteers

Staffing

Unfortunately, due to COVID
restrictions, volunteers have been
unable to attend for most of this
last financial year. We have missed
having our volunteers in Options
and Connections but are now
pleased to welcome them back.

Options & Connections had 14
full time staff, 3 part time staff and
40 casual staff. Approximately 30
casual staff rostered weekly for
program and flexible shifts as well
as online support.

We also welcomed students back to
face-to-face placement in October
2020 and, apart from our two
lockdowns, have had students with
Options and Connections every
week.
Over the past year, we have had 20
students complete their placement
hours with Encompass.
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In August 2020. there was another
period of lockdown/restrictions.
During this time, there were a
number of casual staff who were
either not available to work due to
their family circumstances, such as
having to support children at home
who were doing remote learning.
By November 2020, 95% of pre
-covid participants had returned
to programs and flexible shifts. 3
casual staff joined the Encompass
full time team and another two
casual staff who took on full time
hours dividing their hours between
O&C and Rec & Travel. Five casual
staff became part time, with two of
these staff providing both face to

face and on-line support. Around
this time, several casual staff
resigned and others reduced their
availability.
October/November 2020, following
a recruitment drive for support staff
across several divisions, there was
an increase in numbers of casual
staff available for shifts.

As of January 2021, O&C staffing
consisted of the following:
• 42 casual staff rostered to
weekly or on call shifts in day
program and/or flexible supports
• 4 part time program staff
• 14 full time program staff
• 1 full time trainee program staff
• 1 admin staff
• 5 fulltime staff involved in
management/team leadership
The February snap 5-day lockdown
impacted all O&C staff as there
were no programs or flexible shifts
during this period.
May 2021 two new full-time staff
commenced with the O&C team
taking on caseloads.
At the end of May and beginning of
June 2021, there was another snap
lockdown. Casual staff were not
required to work other than a few
to support flexible supports. Full
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time staff supported the reduced
number of participants for modified
programs.
January through to June 2021
ongoing staffing recruitment for
support staff has seen an increase
in casual staff available to support
in O&C. As well, several Wyndham
casual staff were periodically
rostered to support in programs
at Garden St, Mercer St and The
Paddock.
During the past 12 months, Options
& Connections said goodbye to
Fiona Phillips, Lachy Campbell &
Megan Hussain thank you for giving
such wonderful support to our
participants and staff.
Amy Halse, Adam Whitten, Audrey
Dumont (paddock), Brenton
Adams, Caitlin Meyers, Cody
Espig, Colleen Ray, Debbie Pecar,
Donna Pedersen, Fran Perry
(paddock), Jacinta Randall, John
(Macca) Chapman (paddock),
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Louise Rogers, Olivia Van Den
Bosch, Maddi Hope, Matt Drew,
Rachelle Everett, Rachel Wilson,
Rod Wilson, Tracey Egan, Trish
McLean and of all our casual
staff continue to be amazing and
hardworking staff members. They
provide such wonderful support
to our participants. I would like to
thank them all for their dedication
and hard work over the past 12
months!!!

Jackie Turner
Manager Options & Connections
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In Home Care
and Supports
When we wrote last year’s annual
report, the word COVID was just
starting to have an effect and we
were starting to understand how
the world was going to change.
Looking back over the last financial
year 2020/2021 we have learnt
so much more and honestly never
had an idea on how much our
world would change. Words like
COVID, isolation, iso-, vaccine, ring
of steel, 5km radius, PPE, masks,
check in, QR code, lockdown,
social distancing and many more
words are now part of our daily
conversations.
Encompass are an essential
services provider and In Home Care
have continued to provide services
through all the lockdowns. The only
service that really was affected

strangely, was gardening as during
a few of the lockdowns this service
was not allowed.
Services like personal care,
community access and cleaning
continued and in fact grew during
these times. Our admin staff have
dealt with lots more phone calls,
inquiries and participants just
needing someone to talk to, some
reassurance or some help through
mental health issues. We have
noticed a huge increase in the
number of participants and staff
struggling through these times.
Unfortunately, resources in Geelong
remain lacking in the area of mental
health.
We have also seen a massive
change in participants moving from
agency (NDIA) claiming to financial
plan management. This in itself
increases our workload and makes
claiming much harder when a third
party is involved.
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Encompass has also seen some
amazing new staff come on board
and we have said goodbye to some
as well. We managed to work our
way through our first NDIA audit
and have learned how much more
we need to document and record
everything. In Home Care are now
claiming nearly the same amount
per week as we were claiming in 2
months nearly 4 years ago. This
is recognition of the quality and
diversity of the services we provide.
Our Support Services model has
continued to be developed over
the last year. We are working on
each area of the model and aim to
bring it all together cohesively. We
now have a claims team of three
staff, who work together to ensure
claims across all support services
are up-to-date quotes are done,
service agreements organised and
outstanding accounts chased up.
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The Managers of Options &
Connections, Recreation &Travel
and In Home Care services have
continued to meet on a weekly basis
as part of the Encompass Support
Services model. More recently, we
have included our Accommodation
Manager, the Paddock Manager
and our Social Enterprise Manager
- sharing ideas, working towards
common goals, and hopefully
easing all our workloads. We have
introduced Support Services for all
new applicants and now interview,
recruit and induct these staff to be
able to work across all 3 areas.

We had hoped to introduce our new
Client Management System - Visual
Care in April. The plan now is now
to have it operating by mid-August.
We were not aware of the massive
job involved in transferring all of our
client information over to the new
system. All Support Services should
be using Visual Care by the end of
the year.

This job is a roller coaster of
emotions, (we have always said
we would write a book with our
stories). We are extremely thankful
for the help and support of Elaine,
The Board, our Strategic Drivers
and Leadership Group. I personally
would like to thank the IHC Admin
staff. They do an amazing job and
often deal with all sorts of situations.
Our new saying for the year has
become “It is what it is – we will do
our best to improve the situation
with a positive attitude”

Tracey Kenshole
Manager In Home Care
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Recreation and
Travel
The Encompass Community
Services Recreation and Travel
program offers a wide range of
centre and community-based
activities focusing on capacity
building, daily life skills, increased
social and community participation.
Our trips away provides
opportunities for participants with
different interests, skills and abilities
to enjoy time away from their usual
lives. Participants increase their
independence by exploring new
places and build new friendships
and social networks, whilst also
offering families some time out from
their caring duties.
The 2020 / 2021 financial year has
been a challenging year for the
program, with the ongoing changes
to the NDIS and uncertainty of the

COVID-19 situation. Throughout
the entire year, we continually
assessed what we were able to
offer; and on numerous occasions
were forced to pivot and cancel trips
at short notice.
In July 2020, we commenced
our Saturday centre-based
activities as we were unable to
offer community-based activities
and trips away. This has become
increasingly popular and is now
a permanent, ongoing alternative
in which participants can engage.
The participants can choose from
a range of activities such as music,
art and craft, cooking and fun
games.
Our online activities have been
another positive alternative for
participants to remain socially
connected and engage in
meaningful activities, in particular
during COVID lockdowns. We have
a consistent group of participants
who access the sessions 5 days per
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week. I shall continue to run this
program while there is demand.
When COVID restrictions
allowed, a growing number of
Participants attended 13 weekend
mini-breaks away to a range of
Victorian locations. The program
also provided a Victorian based
extended trip in April 2021.
Our weekend mini-breaks saw
participants travel to destinations
including Warrnambool, Halls Gap
and Daylesford.
Our extended trip in April 2021,
involved group travel to three
different parts of Victoria. One
group explored Gippsland. The
biggest highlight from this trip was
going into the Walhalla Gold Mine.
Another group explored the Murray
River with the biggest highlight
going to the sound and light show
at the Pioneer Village in Swan Hill.
Whilst the third group explored the
High Country and did a 4x4 tour and
visited the famous ‘Craigs Hut’ from
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The Man from Snowy River.
The G’day Mate Program was
also significantly impacted this
year with the pandemic causing
sessions to be cancelled. During
lockdowns, staff would connect
with the participants via phone
to ensure they were doing ok.
This mental health and social
program unites males aged 25
-55 to build connections through a
large range of fun filled activities.
These activities draw together men
from different circumstances to
improve their sense of belonging
in community settings. This unique
program helps to drive positive
changes and outcomes to its
participants and connects likeminded people to feel empowered,
increase self-esteem, develop
leadership skills, formalise
aspirational life goals, gain new
meaningful friendships and develop
social connections.
I have been fortunate to have

excellent staff work with participants
and partake in all of the program
activities. I would like to say a big
thank you to the staff members who
have participated in the program
this year.
I expect to continue to see growth
in participant numbers accessing
the program and look forward
to welcoming many more new
people over the coming year. Our
new schedule of day / night and
weekend activities will certainly
offer participants many different and
unique experiences to enjoy and
share with friends.

I shall also be starting our Wynners
program which is our women’s
version of G’day Mate. WYNNERS
– When You Need Nurturing
Empowerment, a Reason to
Smile....take time for yourself and
be a Wynner.
This is an exciting and challenging
opportunity for the Recreation and
Travel Program.

Janelle Davey
Manager Recreation & Travel
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Accommodation
Services
Encompass shared supported
living services, support people with
a disability to have a happy and
secure home in the community.
Encompass manages 4 shared
living houses in Geelong and the
Surf Coast.
We have met the challenge of
the past year. Whilst the state
has grappled with intermittent
lockdowns, participants have
seized the opportunity to learn
new things with accommodation
staff and also learn different
aspects of different cultures. We in
accommodation pride ourselves in
our multicultural staffing. Staff have
worked tirelessly to make life as
normal as possible for participants
during an unprecedented year. Staff
have also been involved in training

requirements for COVID-19 to keep
participants and themselves safe
and well.
Participants and staff have found
new ways to incorporate their
usual day programs to the house.
What we would think of as a
small milestone has been huge
milestones for participants.
During lockdown we have employed
more accommodation staff (in a
COVID safe manner). Word is
getting around that Encompass
accommodation is an awesome
setting to work in.
Participants have celebrated
milestone birthdays during
lockdown with staff making it extra
special eg: house disco party
complete with mirror ball.
One of houses went on a weekend
away towards the end of the year
which was extremely successful
and are now looking at an extended
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weekend away later in the year.
Lots of planning and organizing
for a weekend away is done in
conjunction with the participants.
Each activity is chosen by
participants.
One of our houses has a dog and
this has been so successful that we
are trialing a dog in another house.
Participants enjoy the responsibility
of walking and feeding, and get so
much joy out of this.
Each year we strive for bigger and
better things and this past year
has been no exception and the
coming year is no exception also.
Challenges are accepted and we
learn from each challenge.
Our plans for the future are
to provide more supports for
independent living for those
participants that would like to take
the leap into living independently
with supports from our awesome
team!!!
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Strive for learning and acceptance
of a challenge! COVID challenge
accepted and dealt with!!
For those who are finding our
current situation hard to deal with,
look at what you can control not on
what you can’t control. Make a list
and circle those things that you can
control and focus on how you can
improve on those things

Tess Dolman
Manager of Accommodation Services
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College of Education
and Training
The 2020/2021 year was even more
interesting and challenging for the
college than the previous year with
the COVID-19 Pandemic regulating
how we operated on a day to day
basis.
It was very challenging for both
trainers and students to adjust to
using Zoom as the platform for
training and initially there was a
lot of hard work, counselling and
training time spent mastering the
new methods. Now we all enjoy
classroom training far more than
ever and it is heartening to walk
through the college and hear the
enthusiasm and laughter coming
from the various classrooms. Each
time there is a lockdown, we go
back to Zoom knowing that it is
only a temporary measure and

students are pleased to still be
communicating with each other and
learning instead of being isolated.
The Foundation Skills have all
been upgraded over the last six
months and we now have the new
packages updated and ready to roll
out until 2025-6.
These are Certificate I in Initial Adult
Literacy and Numeracy, Certificate
I in Transition Education, Certificate
I in General Education for Adults
and Certificates I and II in Work
Education. We are looking forward
to running these courses both in
the Geelong and Wyndham regions
over the next twelve months.
The Department of Employment
contract-Youth Jobs Path- has also
continued to be popular over the
past twelve months. We continue
to receive positive feedback from
participating students who often
admit to improving their motivational
skills. Many gain employment or go
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onto further education either directly
from participating in these courses
or within six months.
The courses which suffered most
the first half of the year were our
ACFE or pre-accredited courses as
they could not be run online. These
have been running successfully this
year again with some outstanding
results. Basic and Intermediate
computers are very popular with
student ages varying between
seventeen and eighty-five. Steps
to Employment has also had many
successful outcomes with different
groups. These have been run in
developing skills and researching
the areas of retail, hospitality,
cooking and horticulture as well as
general courses developing jobsearch skills.
Certificate IV in Disability has been
extremely popular and well attended
in the last twelve months. We
currently have four classes running
in this area. Most students who
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have recently completed courses
were successfully placed in the
industry. Apart from overseeing
Disability traineeships both within
Encompass and outside the
company we also commenced
traineeships out at the Paddock
this year with participants. This
is proving to be very worthwhile
and we are looking forward to
successful outcomes in this area.
I would like to thank the College
trainers and staff for their
professionalism, hard work and
dedication. This was very evident
with the last week in March when
they had to learn how to use Zoom
overnight, adjust course material,
email and post out resources,
along with instructions to students
on how to set up Zoom whilst still
running face to face classes. Since
then they have all worked hard to
redesign course materials for online
training. They have come up with
excellent resources and worked

as a cohesive team supporting
each other. They have been truly
amazing and we are very lucky to
have them on board. The students
have also been very happy with the
standard of training and support and
are constantly giving me positive
feedback about their trainers and
how supportive and helpful they
have been.
I am once again optimistic and
looking forward to facing the
challenges in the year ahead to
develop and diversify the college in
Geelong and establish it n Werribee
- hopefully the road ahead will
be a little less bumpy! We will be
expanding our scope to include
Mental Health and Community
Services to assist in filling skills’
shortage areas in the region.
Finally, I look back over the past
year with immense pride and a
great sense of achievement thanks
to the continued support and
resilience of the Encompass team. I

would like to thank Elaine for always
being available for a chat, direction
and support which was frequently
needed and without her I may
not have made it this far. Also the
College staff and trainers who have
always been positive and creative
throughout, even when obstacles
seemed insurmountable. Both
students and trainers have also
excelled at adapting to challenges
never before seen in the training
industry. I am truly privileged to
work for a unique company such
as Encompass-I have been here
less than two years and each day
I am astounded by the dedicated,
caring and supportive staff who
put the participants and student’s
happiness, learning and well- being
as their first priority at all times.

Angela Alexander
Training Manager
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Employment Services
Division - DES & SLES
Welcome to the New Disability
Employment Division!
Oh What a Year!
Firstly I would like to say that as
the new Senior Manager for our
division, it is a proud moment for
me to be writing this part for the
Encompass Annual Report for
2020/2021.
Since our last installment, we
have seen a major change in the
operations within the employment
services space, which has meant
we have seen some highs and
some challenges, but with the latter
have come learnings and growth
and the organic development of our
division.
Despite 2020 seeing some up
and downs like a rollercoaster

with pandemic lockdowns, the
division continued to thrive with
new jobseekers joining the fold. A
change in management and staff
also occurred and as a team, we
sailed in to the 2021 year with some
amazing enthusiasm and grace.
That all being said, unfortunately,
in February 2021 we saw the
departure of Chris Nicholls from
the DES team to move on to other
opportunities. We wished him
well and know he will go on to use
his strengths in a new way for his
career. Along with this, the team
has grown and we have seen
the addition of a Tenacious Team
Leader in Jacqui Young – who
brings with her a great experience
in team leadership and disability
employment, including partner
connections and community
engagement. Welcome Jacqui!
On the task of connections,
we have brought aboard
Simone Nelson as our Amazing
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Administration Assistant. Simone
holds us all together and keeps us
all on track and organised as well
as keeps us all connected with our
jobseekers. Simone brings some
excellent skills in customer service
and was the gracious recipient of a
client compliment within her first few
weeks! Welcome Simone!
Sheryl Fomin and Urszula Wynd
have proven to be solid strengths
in our team as usual over this time;
and they have provided some
amazing guidance and support
to both myself and our new team
members. We are so proud to have
had them as a part of the team
going from strength to strength.
Thank you Sheryl and Urszula!
It is exciting to unveil that we
have two new staff joining us in
the coming weeks. Shari Phillips
and Malia Semalu! Both ladies are
joining as Employment Consultants
in Geelong and Werribee and
will be working providing their
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knowledge and expertise to grow
and develop our jobseekers to see
them thrive in new employment
ventures. Ladies, Welcome!
One the major goals for DES for
some time has been to expand
the service throughout our current
Employment Services Areas (ESA),
whilst also embarking on new and
exciting projects for employment
service programs within the local
jobs framework. This year we have
been successful in this with not only
our services operating but we have
also seen some amazing growth in
our market share. We have grown
from 112 jobseekers to 185 in the
space of 4 months which was a
fantastic effort by all our team.
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The other new project we are
embarking on in the division is
School Leavers Employment
Support (SLES). This provides
individualised support to
participants to explore and provide
post school options to gain
experience working towards skills
development and employment. As
a result we have some amazing
relationships with our Encompass
social enterprises and business
arms to add to capacity building
skills and work like training.
Our aim in bringing the SLES
program into the employment
services division, is to engage
employment facilitators to progress
early school leavers and new school
graduates, in to a wide variety
of skill building and employment
skill facilitating activities. This
will hold them in great stead for a
transition across to our mainstream
DES program or ultimately, see
them placed with one of our many
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local employers for sustainable
employment.
Throughout the journey of the last
12 months, I am proud to say that
the team have developed so many
amazing relationships with local
business and community partners,
that we are receiving daily phone
calls for new connections.
From a jobseeker reference
point of view, it is with pleasure
that I announce that our DES
division was re-accredited under
the current Department of Skills
and Employment Contract on our
standard yearly audit in March.
We were compliant in all aspects
of service delivery to our clients.
Well done to everyone involved!
Assisting jobseekers to build and
develop their resume all the way
through to employment is a journey
that is not taken upon lightly and
what an amazing achievement to
put on our “resume”! 😊

As the year came to a close we
also saw the results, numbers
wise, achieved over this time.
Not only has our client base
increased dramatically, but our
DES team have managed to be
a part of seeing 84 jobseekers
into sustainable activities of
employment!

will “Encompass” everything from
new contracts, bolder new looks
in advertising and jumping in to
brand new department programs for
specialised services cohorts. (The
excitement builds!)

As we move in to 2021 seeing a
new kind of “normal” in remote
working, flexible servicing
arrangements and other changes,
we continue to have very settled
and happy jobseekers and staff,
who work tirelessly to deliver this
DES contract. One of our goals
is to ensure our jobseekers feel
welcome and valued.

Senior Employment Services Manager

Jacinta Wells

Watch this space, because we
are far from done! On the horizon
are many new adventures which
we will be able to share with
you in our next instalment of the
annual employment services
journey. But let’s just say that this
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The Paddock

The Paddock is now offering the
following program streams as
capacity building activities on site:

The Paddock has continued to
grow, pivot and diversify. Through
the hard work and dedication of
participants and staff, The Paddock
has expanded its delivery of fresh
food to high end local restaurants,
increased seedling production and
worked on developing a range
of its own seeds which will be
trialled in 2021. Programs have
also continued to grow with more
opportunities for engagement in The
Paddock with woodwork, gardening,
grounds keeping, horticultural
therapy, kitchen skills and plant
nursery streams being added to the
list of capacity building programs
and projects available. These
allow more flexibility and choice
for participants who access The
Paddock to achieve their goals.

Woodwork @ The Paddock
Members of the Paddock who
engage in Woodwork @ The
Paddock have the opportunity to
learn and increase skills with hand
tools whilst creating recycled wood
objects.
The program offers a variety of
opportunities for all to level up in
skills using hand tools and follow
Work Health and Safety procedures,
by constructing increasingly
elaborate objects. Some examples
are wooden bird houses, tables and
seating.
Horticultural Therapy
This program focuses on achieving
participant goals in consultation
with Occupation Therapy
recommendations. The utilisation
of fully accessible garden pods
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and specialised tools combine to
provide a garden space to be used
as a vehicle for goal achievement.
Participants are encouraged to
design their own garden space
with support from our horticultural
experts.
Grounds Keeping
The grounds keeping program
focusses on developing garden
maintenance and grounds keeping
skills. Participants are trained
in how to follow Work Health
and Safety procedures, operate,
maintain and manage mowing
equipment and the grounds of The
Paddock. Equipment used includes
ride on mowers, brush cutters and
mowers.
Nursery
The Paddock provides opportunity
to learn a large array of horticultural
skills through our nursery program,
from seed propagation, cutting
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propagation to producing potted
plants. The nursery includes two hot
houses where participants can learn
and grow their skills and produce.
The nursery regularly propagates
grape vines, shrubs and produces
seedlings for local farmers in
the region. The nursery follows
sustainable methods to produce its
plants.
Gardening
This is a generalized gardening
program that uses The Paddock
gardens as a tool to work towards
participant goals.
By engaging in crop management,
planting, harvesting and irrigation
maintenance those who access
this activity learn basic elements
of agriculture and home gardening
skills.

2021 we achieved our largest
harvest of apples to date. This
has produced our greatest cider
now available at Flying Brick Cider
Co. This project has continued to
bare fruit and we believe the skills
it provides for participants and
opportunity for staff development
is its most beneficial element. The
2021-22 crop is looking better
again with a good wet winter to help
prepare soils.
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Throughout the quieter periods
of 2020, The Paddock adapted
its regular ‘pick you own’ veg
initiative to a drive through phone
order system, allowing customers
to continue to access our fresh
produce. Thus, we continued to
create community awareness and
engagement. In addition, a popup plant stall was also established
and a ‘hole in the wall’ style coffee
shop. This has also increased
The Paddock’s capacity to build
skills with the intention of not
only providing experiences for
participants but also employability
skills.
Another success story for The
Paddock in 2021, has been the
development of partnerships
with the Encompass College of
Education, Options & Connections
and The Paddock to deliver and
provide nationally accredited,
traineeships for three participants
of The Paddock’s in Production
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Horticulture. The three participants
have spent the last three years
developing their skills in programs
and completing non-accredited
preparation courses.
Although, there has been
unforeseen challenges this year,
The Paddock has chosen to focus
on what is possible and has taken
opportunities to look at creating
its own path with the mantra ‘is it
good for the participants’ as our first
qualification for project planning. By
looking at what is good and what
is possible rather than focusing
on the challenges fosters positive
outcomes for all involved.

Did I mention? We Have a Coffee
Shop!

Stephen Hanan
Acting Site Manager of The Paddock
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Social Enterprises

also discovered the importance of
teamwork, having a work focus and
how we co- exist for all the good
things in life with our community.

“The only constant is change “
It seems I have been saying these
words to my staff for a while now
as we navigated what was the year
2020 – 2021.
All our grand plans and events, all
the ideas and projects all slipped by
us as we closed down, re-opened,
refocused and re set.
So how was the year and what did
we achieve?

HomeStart
Homestart underwent many
changes as we grew, engaged more
staff, increased sales and started
to operate online. Change forced
us to look at how we can operate
smarter and more efficiently. We

We farewelled some of our recycling
programs as space became a
challenge. The old “dungeon” as
we so lovingly called it has been
transformed into a “donation
received” workplace. This has
enabled us to employ more staff
and initiated a new program. It has
also helped our retail stores to have
a clearer system. Our Reimagine
furniture program continues to
operate, all be it on a smaller scale,
but still producing quality stock.
We continued to receive quality
donations from the public collecting
around 648 tonnes of furniture. 83
% of this was reused or recycled
which is a huge boost to our
sustainable practices. Our truck
covered over 1538 kilometers and
undertook a further 1466 trips to
help those in need through our
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Material Aid program. Such was the
demand that we employed a new
truck driver in the New Year.
Homestart continued to operate
Material Aid, even in lockdown.
The need for assistance continues
to grow and we are very grateful
to Give Where You Live for their
ongoing support and the many
community organisations with whom
we work to deliver this service.
Homestart is very proud of the
service we deliver in this space and
we thank the community for their
ongoing support.
Homestart continues to adapt,
evolve and play an important role
in the support of our community,
our fellow social enterprises and
Encompass overall.
I would like to thank the staff
who have worked tirelessly
in challenging circumstances
throughout the year. A big thank
you to all our volunteers who roll up
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their sleeves and get the job done.
Thanks to the Encompass board for
their continued support in what has
been interesting times and to Elaine
Robb the CEO who continues to be
our biggest cheerleader.
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Apollo Pre Loved
Our Apollo pre loved store
undertook some big changes in
2020 – 2021. Again circumstance
forced us to change how we
operate and as is the way, our
staff and team adapt and step up
to the challenge. Apollo pre loved
became a retail training program
for our participants whereby they
learnt the many skills required to
work in retail. Our Apollo store has
continued to grow and develop
and we are very proud of the
achievements of our participants as
they have built on their skills

store. It is always great to have a
catch up with former and current
students.
Our Apollo store remains more
than just an op shop; and if you
have ever visited the store you
will see the pride our team have
in delivering such great service.
A big thank you to Danni, Alisha
and the team for delivering such a
great program. Thanks again to our
wonderful community who “gets us”
and continues to support us with
donations, daily visits and great
conversations.

Our Apollo store helped with
delivering assistance to those in
need by supporting our Material Aid
service with linen and clothing in
emergency situations. Apollo also
were able to distribute weekly bread
thanks to a wonderful donation from
St Mary’s church. We once again
welcomed Barwon Valley School to
undertake work placement in our
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ReadyStart
This little gem continues and this
year celebrated twelve years of
operation. In any business this is
impressive but for a little op shop
tucked away in Whittington , it is
something the team should be very
proud of. Run by Bev Kaye and her
team of longstanding volunteers,
Readystart continues to be an
innovator and leader in projects and
ideas to make our store that little bit
different. Home to our Readyearth
program , Readystart branched
out this year to include an in store
stylist to help our customers dress
for style, a job interview or just to
overhaul their wardrobe. Readystart
held several successful “Sip and
Style “nights over the year which
were a great success. The Suited
Up program - helping those looking
for clothing for job interviews or
those first days of work / training
also moved to Readystart in the
early part of 2021 and we look
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forward to where Readystart takes
this. We have already received
some great feedback on those who
have used the service. Our annual
Fashion Show was cancelled due to
Covid lockdown which was a huge
disappointment to all our models.
Here’s hoping our 2021 event goes
ahead.
Readystart also welcomed Nonna
Concetta in store on a Thursday.
Connie is very talented with the
sewing machine and has made
some exclusive designs – you
just have to wait till the fashion
show to see them. Connie is
also making Readyearth stock in
store and opening up some great
conversations around sustainable
fashion.
A big thank you to all our amazing
volunteers for their continued
ideas, support and dedication to the
Readystart cause.
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3219 Eat Café
Unfortunately, our little café had to
close when the first big lockdown
hit. It sat empty for so long and the
community were so desperate for
us to reopen. We recognised what
an important part of our community
our little café had become and so
throughout lockdown, we plotted
and planned how we could re-open.
The only constant was change so
we began the process of changing
how we operated. A huge thanks
must go to Danni and Ben Leith
who worked tirelessly behind the
scenes to rebuild the café with cost
saving recycled goods and lots of
love. This led to our relaunch in late
May 2021.
In no time at all the café was
packed with customers and once
again the sausage rolls were being
devoured by happy locals and
the coffee machine was on high
rotation. 3219 Eat continues to
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provide delicious cost effective,
homemade food all with friendly
service. A big thank you must go
to Bonnie, our new staff member,
and her team of volunteers whose
boundless enthusiasm has ensured
the café is delivering a wonderful
service that is meeting our
community needs.
Thanks also to team HUB who
have at times all pitched in to get
the café up and running. It has
been a labour of love for all staff at
Apollo Hub and their input is greatly
appreciated. Finally thank you to
our community who continue to
support us and lobbied hard to get
us re-open. Thanks to Encompass
board of management who took a
leap of faith in challenging times
in the retail / hospitality sector and
who backed us to reopen.

Finally, in all our enterprises, we
welcome work placement students
from local schools including
Belmont High, St Ignatius, Barwon
Valley and Newcomb High. These
students are a credit to their school
and bring a great energy and input
to our operations. Our enterprises
also welcome work placement
students from our college and
others.
Our enterprises play an important
role in community engagement
and over the course of the year,
we have worked with our local
community to hold events and
celebrate special days.
Encompass’ social enterprises will
continue to adapt to change and
look forward to what 2021 brings us.

Jan Daniels
Manager of Business Enterprises
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Government Contracts

Professional Memberships

Certification Bodies
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